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Tandem Competency Exam 

1. Floatation equipment must be worn when? 

2. Are hats required for Tandem Descents? 

3. When must an Altimeter be worn? 

4. The minimum main activation altitude for tandem descents is? 

5. The maximum exit altitude for tandem descents is? 

6. Currency requirements for a NZPIA Tandem Rating is? 

7. What is the correct handle sequence for tandem equipment? 

8. The correct response to an entangled drogue bridle that you haven't been able to 

clear is? 

9. The correct response to a collapsed drogue is? 

10. The correct aircraft emergency procedure below 1,500ft on a tandem jump is? 

11. You accidentally pull the drogue release handle before you deploy the drogue after 

exiting the aircraft. What should you do next? 

12. If unable to deploy the drogue after several attempts your next response will be? 

13. When is the usual time to deploy the drogue after exiting the aircraft on a tandem? 

14. The minimum briefing a tandem rider should receive prior to doing a tandem jump? 

15. If during exit a side spin develops, you should? 

16. The operator must have in their operations procedures for tandem descents a 

procedure that covers a standard briefing, equipment checks and operational procedures 

specific to their operation. These procedures will be enhanced and enforced by the use 

of? 

17. Upon canopy deployment you are facing another canopy, the fastest way to turn 

your parachute out of the possible collision is? 

18. You have ended up having to land off the PLA, your new intended landing point is in 

a clear paddock but the surface is on the side of a hill. The wind direction is blowing 

directly up the hill. What should be your landing direction? 
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19. Under canopy you have found yourself facing another canopy and you paths are 

directly converging. You have sufficient height and so the basic flight rules of aviation 

suggest you should turn? 

20. A tandem passenger must be briefed to the satisfaction of who before being taken 

for a tandem jump? 


